Quick Snake Identification Sheet
1. Common Gartersnake
- Variable appearance. Often
dark green to black, thin
bodied-snake
- Three light-coloured stripes
running lengthwise along its
body, one on the back and one
on each side
- Can be confused with the
Eastern Ribbonsnake.
Distinguished by the lack of a
white dot in front of its eye,
which is present on Eastern
Ribbonsnakes

2. Eastern Ribbonsnake
- Long (46-86 cm), black,
thin-bodied snake with three
yellow stripes running
lengthwise along its body, one
on its back and one on each
side
- White chin, white-yellow belly
- Can be confused with the
Common Gartersnake.
Distinguished by the white dot
in front of its eye, which is not
present on Common
Gartersnakes

3. Dekay’s Brownsnake
- Small (up to 50 cm), brown,
light brown or grey body
- Has one broad, light coloured
stripe down the middle of the
back
- The light stripe is bordered by
two rows of dark spots that may
or may not look connected
- Dark stripes under and behind
both of its eyes

4. Red-bellied Snake

- Brown, grey or black bodied with two dark stripes on its back and one low on each side
- Has a distinct red to orange belly
- May have spots around its neck, causing some to confuse it with a Ring-necked Snake,
but the dots do not form a complete ring

5. Ring-necked Snake
- Thin, brown, dark grey to
black bodied snake
- Has a distinct yellow, orange
or cream coloured band that
forms a complete ring around
its neck
- Belly colour ranging from dull
to bright yellow or orange

6. Smooth Greensnake
- Bright green, smooth body
- White-yellowish belly
- May turn blue when dead,
leading to it being confused
with the Blue Racer. However,
Blue Racers in Ontario are only
found on Pelee Island where
the Smooth Greensnake does
not occur

7. Eastern Hog-Nosed Snake
- Large, thick bodied snake with
a broad head and distinct
upturned nose
- Colour and pattern varies
greatly: can be a solid olive or
grey; can be dark grey, tan,
olive or brown with brownish
blotches on the back and sides
of the body
- More uncommon colours
include yellow/gold with dark
blotching, or pure black
- Snakes that are a solid colour
will still have dark patches
behind each eye
- When threatened, the snake
will flatten its neck to look like a
Cobra, a unique characteristic
of this snake and a good
identifier

8. Massasauga Rattlesnake
- Short, thick-bodied snake
- Often (but not always) has a
segmented rattle at the end of
its tail
- Light grey or brown body with
evenly spaced dark bowtie or
butterfly shaped blotches
running along its back
- Diamond-shaped head
- In The Land Between, only
found in western Muskoka
(along the east coast of the
Georgian Bay)

9. Eastern Foxsnake
- Large (91-175 cm) snake
- Golden/brown skin with large
dark blotches that run along its
back, and smaller dark blotches
that run along each side of the
body in an alternate pattern
between the larger blotches on
the back
- Distinct rusty brown or
coppery-red coloured head
- In The Land Between, only
found in western Muskoka
(along the east coast of the
Georgian Bay)
10. Milksnake
- Long (60-90 cm)
slender-bodied snake with a
grey or tan body
- Red to reddish-brown blotches
with a black outline run along
the back and sides of the body
- Rounded head
- White “Y” or “V” shaped mark
on its head that may be broken
in some places

11. Northern Watersnake
- Long (60 to 110cm), brown or
dark brown bodied snake
- Faint, dark-coloured banding
pattern running along the
length of its body
- Young snakes (bottom photo)
are greyish with a much more
visible brown banding pattern.
As the snake ages, the body
colour darkens, making the
banding pattern more difficult
to see
- Light coloured belly with dark
red, tan or brown
crescent-shaped spots

12. Gray Ratsnake
- Can grow up to 2.5 metres in
length (largest snake in Canada)
- Young snakes have dark
blotches along a grey body
- As the snake ages, its body
colour darkens, making the
blotched pattern more difficult
to see, and giving the snake a
more solid black appearance
- White chin, throat and upper
lip
- Checkerboard pattern on belly
- In the Land Between, only
found east of Frontenac County
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